Abstract This paper studies evenly distributed sets of natural numbers and their applications to scheduling in a centralized environment. Such sets, called smooth sets, have the property that their quantity within each interval is proportional to the size of the interval, up to a bounded additive deviation; namely, for ρ, ∈ R a set A of natural numbers is (ρ, )-smooth if abs(|I | · ρ − |I ∩ A|) < for any interval I ⊂ N.
Introduction

Smooth Scheduling
This paper studies evenly distributed sets of natural numbers and their applications to scheduling in a centralized environment. Such sets, called smooth sets, have the property that their quantity within each interval is proportional to the size of the interval, up to a bounded additive deviation. Formally: Definition 1 For ρ, ∈ R, a set A of natural numbers is (ρ, )-smooth if abs(|I | · ρ − |I ∩ A|) < for any interval I ⊂ N; a set A is -smooth if it is (ρ, )-smooth for some real number ρ.
Smooth sets have many elegant properties which are described in [16] . The "smoothest" sets are the 1-smooth sets. These sets have a simple form when 1/ρ ∈ N. In this case a set A ⊂ N is (ρ, 1)-smooth if and only if A = ((1/ρ)Z + j) ∩ N for some j ∈ N. Note that in Definition 1 the order relation is "<" rather than "≤" and I ranges over all the intervals of N rather than just over the initial intervals of N. If one of these requirements is weakened than the resulting sets lose many of their elegant properties. For example, the above characterization of (1/n, 1)-smooth sets no longer holds.
This paper demonstrates that smooth sets are highly attractive for scheduling persistent clients [6] having pre-defined rates on a single slot-oriented resource in a flexible and predictable manner. In this framework, time is divided into discrete slots and in each slot the resource (e.g., a communication channel) may serve at most one client (e.g., a session). Each client γ has a pre-defined rate ρ γ ∈ [0, 1] that defines the share of the resource he is entitled to receive. A smooth schedule for such a problem is a schedule in which, for some predefined , each client γ is served in a (ρ γ , )-smooth set of slots (natural numbers). Such a schedule enjoys the following two attractive properties. Proper rate-the average amount of service received by a client γ in the long-run is a ρ γ fraction of the resource. Bounded deviation-the number of slots a client γ receives during any k consecutive slots deviates from his nominal share of k · ρ γ by less than a pre-specified constant.
We apply a novel approach to scheduling in which the scheduling process is divided into two stages. In the allocation stage each client is allocated an infinite set of slots which is generated by abstract mathematical operations. In addition to these abstract and infinite sets, the allocation stage produces a concrete and finite objecta program called a dispatcher. In the online stage this dispatcher computes, slot after slot, the client to which the current slot was allocated.
Our two stage approach contrasts most previous works in which the allocation is just a by-product of the dispatcher algorithm. Moreover, the mathematical operations we use enable a fast dispatcher working in, essentially, a constant time per slot. (The allocation stage is also efficient and takes polynomial time.) This contrast most other algorithms that produce smooth schedules as they are based on priority queues and their time per slot is at least logarithmic in the size of the queues.
Our scheduling technique is based on a reduction from allocation of slots to allocation of sub-intervals of the unit interval. This technique naturally extends to the problem of scheduling multiple resources, even under the restriction that a client can be served concurrently by at most one resource. Our extended technique constructs such a schedule in which the users of each slot are computed very fast in time that is independent of the number of clients.
In addition, the paper introduces a novel framework for multi-resource scheduling in which each resource runs its own dispatcher which computes the user of each slot of the resource. (This without any inter-dispatcher communication.) Under this framework, the paper constructs such a schedule in which each dispatcher computes the user of each of its slots in essentially a constant time per slot.
Dispatching in Constant Time
We henceforth identify the slots of the resource with the natural numbers and use the following notations. For a set A of slots (natural numbers), if the following limit, lim |I |→∞ (|A ∩ I |/|I |), exists where I ranges over the intervals of natural numbers, then this limit is called the rate of A and is denoted rate(A). Clearly, a (ρ, )-smooth set has rate ρ. Let be a finite set of clients. A -system {X γ | γ ∈ } is an association of an object X γ with each γ ∈ . A -allocation is a -system {A γ ⊂ N | γ ∈ } of disjoint sets of natural numbers. Such an allocation is -smooth if every A γ issmooth; the allocation is smooth if it is -smooth for some . A rate function ρ over is a function that assigns to each γ ∈ a real number ρ γ ∈ [0, 1]. For such a ρ, a ρ-allocation is a -allocation {A γ | γ ∈ } with rate(A γ ) = ρ γ .
A dispatcher of a -allocation {A γ | γ ∈ } is an algorithm that dispatches the slots (natural numbers) one by one. Such a dispatcher has no input and its output is not a finite object but an infinite sequence of finite objects. That is, for each integer i in its turn the dispatcher produces the owner of this integer-the client γ ∈ s.t. i ∈ A γ -or declares that there is no such γ .
To address the time and space complexity of our algorithms, we assume the popular RAM model of computation, see Chap. 2 in [11] . Specifically, the memory of a k-bit RAM is organized in binary words of k bits, each having a distinct k-bit address; such a RAM performs standard operations on these words in constant time. These operations include the four arithmetic operations and a complete set of logical operations. A dispatcher operates on a RAM of a predefined width; such a dispatcher is of space s and time t if it uses at most s memory words and dispatches each slot in at most t time units.
In the introduction the theorems are presented in a natural order. Unfortunately, these theorems are proved in a different, somewhat unnatural, order. Moreover, one theorem (Theorem 1) is cited from another work and is not presented in the introduction. To reduce the confusion, the numbering of the theorems follows the order of their proofs rather than the order of their presentation in the introduction. In the following theorems a k-bit rational is a number which is the ratio of two k-bit integers. The schedule of Theorem 3 utilizes only 99% of the resource. This utilization can be improved to 100% if we impose a certain restriction on the rates. To this end, a k-bit fraction is a (non-negative) number having a binary expansion with k bits to the right of the binary point; that is, such a number is of the form j/2 k for some j ∈ N. A number is of l significant-bits if its binary expansion has an interval of l bits s.t. all the bits outside this interval are 0; that is, such a number is of the form i · 2 j with j ∈ Z, i ∈ N and i < 2 l . For example, 
Multiple Resources
A natural extension of our work concerns scheduling of m identical resources, where the sum of the rates of the clients is (of course) at most m and the rate of each client is at most one. If it is permitted to serve a single client by several resources in one time-slot then it is easy to transform any scheduling technique of a single resource into a scheduling technique of m identical resources, as indicated in Sect. 5. However, in some applications (e.g., CPU scheduling) a client can be served concurrently by at most one resource. It is widely believed that such a restriction adds much difficulty to the scheduling problem.
Surprisingly, it turns out that under our scheduling technique this is not the case. Namely, a straightforward extension of our technique produces the following theorems, which provides efficient dispatchers for this problem whose time per slot is either O(m) or essentially O(m).
We use the following terminology in the context of m identical resources. For a set of clients , a ( , m)-allocation is a -system {A γ ⊆ N | γ ∈ } s.t. for any slot i ∈ N, the set of clients served in this slot, {γ | i ∈ A γ }, has at most m clients. Note that the allocation specifies which clients are served in each slot but does not specify which client each resource serves. For a rate function ρ over , a (ρ, m)-allocation is a ( , m)-allocation {A γ | γ ∈ } with rate(A γ ) = ρ γ . A dispatcher of such an allocation is an algorithm that computes, for each slot i, the set of clients that are served in this slot (but does not specify which client each resource serves). Again, the utilization can be improved to 100% under a certain restriction on the rates, as follows. Theorems 4 and 5 consider a (k + log n)-bit RAM. The same expression is also implicit in Theorems 2 and 3 since the premise of these theorems implies that k = (log n).
Independent Dispatching:
In some applications (e.g., CPU scheduling), each resource has its own computational capabilities. In this case it is highly desirable that each resource independently dispatches its own slots; that is, in each slot the resource computes what client to serve. As stated formally by the following theorems, our scheduling technique achieves this independent dispatching with dispatchers whose time per-slot does not depend on the number of clients or on the number of resources, and is either constant or essentially constant. Moreover, the service provided by any single resource to each of the clients is 10-smooth. The following two theorems, which summarizes our independent dispatching, uses the following terminology. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 presents notions and lemmas from [15, 16] which are used here. Section 4 constructs smooth schedules with extremely efficient dispatchers, Sect. 5 extends our technique for scheduling multiple resources, and Sect. 6 provides independent dispatchers for multiple resources.
Related Results
An earlier paper of us [16] establish the concept of smooth sets. This paper and two accompanying ones [15, 17] studies applications of smooth sets to scheduling. The paper [15] considers a distributed environment in which each client independently determines, slot after slot, whether or not he owns the slot. In contrast, the current paper studies a centralized environment in which a single algorithm computes, slot after slot, the owner of this slot. As demonstrated in [14] , this approach is highly attractive for multiplexing the links of a connection-oriented packet switching network. While the current paper and the distributed one [15] consider a static setting in which the rates of the clients are pre-defined and do not change over time, the third paper [17] considers a dynamic setting in which the rates of the clients change over time.
The first result concerning smooth allocation of a single resource is due to Tijdeman [20] ; he proved that any rate function, in which the sum of the rates is at most one, has a 2-smooth allocation. Tijdeman did not address the dispatching complexity. However, his algorithm, as well as all other prior algorithms, are based on priority arguments, and the time complexity of the such algorithms is at least O(log n), where n is the number of clients.
The problem of scheduling multiple resources under the restriction of no concurrent service was presented in [18] and was resolved in 1993 by Baruah et al. in a seminal paper [7] . Actually, they introduced and solved an harder problem, the P-fair periodic scheduling problem, in which each client γ has to be scheduled during the first t slots either ρ γ · t or ρ γ · t times. In [8] Baruah at el. presented the currently fastest dispatcher of a P-fair schedule and this dispatcher is of O(m log n) time and O(n) space on the same RAM as ours. Many works study variants and extensions of the P-fair scheduling problem, e.g., [1-5, 8-10, 12, 19] .
In contrast to the work of [8] , our dispatcher works in a time that is independent of the number of clients. Moreover, our paper introduces a novel variant of this problem in which each resource independently (without any inter-resource communication) dispatches its own slots.
Imported Tools
As said, this paper builds on the mathematical infrastructure of smooth sets developed in [15, 16] . This section reviews notions and lemmas from these papers which are used here.
Resolution of Sets A resolver of a set of slots (natural numbers) is an algorithm that determines, slot after slot, whether the slot belongs or does not belong to the set. A resolver operates on a RAM of a predefined width; such a resolver is of space s and time t if it uses at most s memory words and resolves each slot in at most t time units. A Shuffle The scheduling technique of the paper is based on a one-to-one partial function from the real unit interval into the natural numbers s.t. an interval of length ρ is mapped onto a subset of the natural numbers with rate ρ. To formalize this, we henceforth extend any function f to be defined on any set Z (not necessarily a subset of the domain of f ) by f (Z) {f (z) | z ∈ Z ∧ f (z) is defined}. For a real interval Z, let Z denote the length of Z. A shuffle is a partial one-to-one function f from the real unit interval into the natural numbers s.t. for any real interval X ⊂ [0, 1), rate(f (X)) = X . A smooth shuffle is a shuffle with the additional property that for some constant , f (X) is -smooth for any X as above. Clearly, a smooth shuffle would be a powerful tool for construction smooth sets with a variety of desirable properties. Unfortunately, a smooth shuffle does not exist [16, 21] . The following theorem provides a shuffle which is, in a sense, an approximation of a smooth shuffle.
Lemma 3 [15] Any 1-smooth set whose rate is a k-bit rational has a resolver of O(1) time and O(1) space on any (k)-bit RAM.
Composition of Sets For
Theorem 1 [16, 21] There is a shuffle f s.t. for any > 0 and for any real inter- O(log(1/ ) )-smooth.
A certain shuffle satisfying Theorem 1 is denoted μ and referred to as the infinite bit reversal function [16] . The shuffle μ is defined only on dyadic-fractionsnumbers of the form l/2 j with j, l ∈ N-in the unit interval. Let x ∈ [0, 1) be a dyadic-fraction and let 0.α 0 α 1 α 2 · · · be its binary expansion. Then μ(x) ∈ N is the number whose binary expansion is · · · α 2 α 1 α 0 . This definition is meaningful since α i = 0 for finitely many i.
On general, the smoothness of μ(X) for an arbitrary real interval X ⊆ [0, 1) is unbounded. However, this smoothness is bounded for certain types of intervals defined as follows. Let n, j ∈ N. We allow one or two of the parameters, n and j , to be replaced with a * which stands for any natural number, including 0. Namely, a real interval X ⊆ [0, 1) is an ( * × j)-interval if it is an (n × j)-interval for some n; it is an (n × * )-interval if it is an (n × j)-interval for some j ; it is an ( * × * )-interval if it is an (n × j)-interval for some n and for some j . For x ∈ R and j ∈ N, define x j x · 2 j /2 j . In other words, x j is the maximal j -bit fraction which is not larger then x. For j, n ∈ N, define ν j (n) μ −1 (n) j . 
Dispatching in Constant Time
This section shows that any rate function, obeying some reasonable restrictions, has a smooth allocation having very efficient dispatchers whose time per-slot is independent of the number of clients, and is essentially constant. This is achieved by the binary-intervals technique which is a variant of the intervals technique established in our earlier paper [15] . Both techniques are based on the shuffle function μ and allocate disjoint sets of slots by allocating disjoint real intervals and applying μ on these intervals. Moreover, both techniques allocate to each client an interval whose length is determined by the client's rate. The main difference between these techniques is that the binary-intervals technique has an additional requirement on the allocated intervals: Each such interval should be a ( * × * )-interval. We refer to such an interval as a binary-interval and hence the name of the technique. In order to avoid confusion between allocations of slots and allocations of intervals, we henceforth refer to the latter as assigning; namely, we allocate sets of slots to clients and assign intervals of real numbers to clients.
The Interval Membership Problem
Our efficient dispatchers are based on efficient solutions to a variant of the following problem. Let be a finite set of clients and let S = {S γ | γ ∈ } be a -system of disjoint real intervals. In the S-membership problem the system S is predefined and the problem is to find, for any given point y ∈ R, the client γ with y ∈ S γ or to determine that there is no such client.
Our fast dispatchers are based on fast solutions to the S-membership problem for systems of intervals having certain properties. A -system of intervals S = {S γ | γ ∈ } is solid if γ ∈ S γ is an interval. Such a system is ordered if the intervals are arranged in decreasing order of their length; that is, S γ < S γ implies that inf(S γ ) > inf(S γ ). The following two lemmas are based on elementary data structures.
Lemma 9 Let S = {S γ | γ ∈ } be a solid -system of disjoint intervals s.t. the endpoints of all the S γ are k-bit rationals; let q = max{ S γ / S γ : γ, γ ∈ } and let n = | |. Then the S-membership problem can be solved for any point which is a k-bit rational in O(1) time and O(n · q) space on any (k)-bit RAM.
Proof For the sake of simplicity, assume that all intervals S γ are closed at the bottom and open at the top. Let U ∪ γ S γ and r min min{ S γ | γ ∈ }. Consider the arithmetic sequence W = w 0 , w 1 , . . . in which w 0 = min(U ) and w i+1 − w i = r min . We construct a linear array with U /r min entries in which the i-th entry contains enough information to determine, for any y ∈ [w i , w i+1 ) ∩ U , the client γ s.t. y ∈ S γ . Namely, the i-th entry contains a real number z and two clients γ, γ ∈ s.t. [w i , z) ⊂ S γ and [z, w i+1 ) ∩ U ⊂ S γ . (However, γ and γ can be equal.) This is possible since each interval [w i , w i+1 ) intersects at most two intervals of S.
Given a point y which is a k-bit rational, the algorithm determines whether y ∈ U . If so, the algorithm computes i = (y − min (U ))/r min and, using the data in this entry, finds the required γ . Clearly, this can be done in O(1) time on any (k)-bit RAM. Consider the space requirements. Clearly, U ≤ r min · q · n. Thus, the array has at most n · q entries. Moreover, the data of each entry can be encoded in O(1) space, implying that the array consumes O(n · q) space.
Lemma 10 Let S = {S γ | γ ∈ } be a solid and ordered -system of disjoint intervals s.t. the endpoints of all the S γ are k-bit rational; let q = max{ S γ / S γ : γ, γ ∈ } and let n = | |. Then the S-membership problem can be solved for any point which is a k-bit rational in O(log log q) time and O(n) space on any (k)-bit RAM.
Proof For each i ∈ Z, define i {γ | 2 i−1 ≤ S γ < 2 i } and X i ∪ γ ∈ i S γ . Since S is ordered, each X i is an interval; let each non-empty X i be called a cluster. Given an instance y ∈ R of the S-membership problem, our algorithm determines its membership in two steps. In the first step it determines the cluster to which y belongs (if such a cluster exists) and in the second step it determines the actual interval S γ to which y belongs.
By Lemma 9, the second step is of O(1) time and O(n) space. Consider the first step. The algorithm uses a binary search tree that has been constructed recursively as follows. The root contains a real number z ∈ [0, 1) which is a 'median' of the clusters; that is, the number of clusters to its right and the number of clusters to its left differ by at most one; each internal node is constructed analogously w.r.t. the relevant clusters. Each leaf contains the endpoints of a single cluster. The number of clusters is no more than n and no more than (log q + O (1)). Thus, the depth of the tree is O(log log q) and the number of nodes is O(n). Since the endpoints of each S γ are k-bit rationals, the space requirements of each internal node and each leaf is O(1) on any (k)-bit RAM. Putting everything together, the algorithm is of O(log log q) time and O(n) space on any (k)-bit RAM.
Proof of Theorem 2
Let the reader be reminded that a k-bit fraction is a (non-negative) number having a binary expansion of k bits to the right of the binary point; a number is of l significantbits if its binary expansion has an interval of l bits s.t. all the bits outside this interval are 0. In what follows we prove Theorem 2, repeated here for ease of reference. The proof of Theorem 2 uses the following lemmas and is based on a reduction from the problem of allocating and dispatching a given rate function ρ obeying the premise of Theorem 2 to the problem of producing an appropriate assignment of the unit interval and solving the resulting membership problem. Proof Consider statement (a). We process the clients γ ∈ in increasing order of their j γ , and assign to them adjacent intervals of the appropriate length where the first interval starts at 0. The interval assigned to a client γ is an (h γ × j γ )-interval since the length of the previous intervals are all j γ -bit fractions and the set of the j γ -bit fractions is closed under addition.
Lemma 11
The construction for statement (b) is identical to that for statement (a), except that we process the clients in decreasing order of their rates. We have log ρ γ = log(h γ /2 j γ ) = l − 1 − j γ ; hence the clients are actually processed in increasing order of their j γ and statement (a) also holds. Theorem 2 follows from the fact that any real number x ∈ (0, 1] of l significantbits equals h/2 j for some j, h ∈ N with 2 l−1 ≤ h < 2 l and from Lemmas 11, 12 and 7.
Lemma 12 Let k ∈ N and let S = {S
γ | γ ∈ } be a solid -system of dis- joint ( * × k)-intervals. Let q = max{ S γ / S γ | γ, γ ∈ }, let n = | | and let A = {μ(S γ ) | γ ∈ }.
Proof of Theorem 3
In Theorem 2 the rates are restricted to be dyadic-fractions having a certain number of significant bits. In Theorem 3, this restriction is lifted at the cost of utilizing only 99% of the resource, rather than 100%. (But, of course, the rates still have to be rational numbers and the width of the RAM depends on the complexity of these numbers.) We construct the ρ-allocation of Theorem 3 by the following two steps reduction. We slightly increase the rate of each client to a number of 8 significant-bits and solve the resulting allocation problem via Theorem 2. Then we apply Lemma 6 to prune the allocated sets of slots to achieve the required rates. The following lemma establishes the first step in this reduction.
Lemma 13 Let
Proof Let j ∈ N be s.t. 2 −j ≤ α < 2 −j +1 and let α = α · 2 j +7 /2 j +7 . Since 128 ≤ α · 2 j +7 ≤ 256 and since the set of numbers of l significant-bits is closed under multiplication by 2 i for any i ∈ Z, α is of 8 significant-bits. We have:
Clearly, our α is a (j + 7)-bit fraction; hence, if α ≥ 2 −k then k ≥ j and α is a (k + 7)-bit fraction, as required.
The following lemma summarizes the second step of the above reduction in which the allocated sets are pruned via Lemma 6 to have the required rates. 
Multiple Resources
A natural extension of our work concerns scheduling of m identical resources where the sum of the rates of the clients is (of course) at most m and the rate of each client is at most one. If it is permitted to serve a single client by several resources in one slot then it is easy to transform any scheduling technique of a single resource into a scheduling technique of m identical resources, as follows. Split each slot into m consecutive sub-slots; schedule the resulting infinite sequence of sub-slots by the given technique on a single resource; replace the service provided by this resource during m consecutive sub-slots with the equivalent service provided by m resources in a single slot.
However, in some applications (e.g., CPU scheduling) a client can be served concurrently by at most one resource, and it was widely believed that this restriction "adds a surprising amount of difficulty" (to the scheduling problem) [7, 18] . In this section we show that our binary-intervals technique has a straightforward extension to the case of multiple resources even under the restriction of no concurrent service.
Our extensions are summarized in the following two theorems, already mentioned in the introduction; these are generalization of Theorems 2 and 3, and use the following terminology in the context of m identical resources. For a set of clients , a ( , m)-allocation is a -system {A γ ⊆ N | γ ∈ } s.t. for any slot i ∈ N, the set of clients served in this slot, {γ | i ∈ A γ }, has at most m clients. Note that the allocation specifies which clients are served in each slot but does not specify which client each resource serves. For a rate function ρ over , a (ρ, m)-allocation is a ( , m)-allocation {A γ | γ ∈ } with rate(A γ ) = ρ γ . A dispatcher of such an allocation is an algorithm that computes, for each slot i, the set of clients that are served in this slot (but does not specify which client each resource serves). The allocation constructed below for Theorems 4 and 5 has an additional interesting property-it can be realized in such a way that each client is served by at most two resources.
Recall that the binary-intervals technique (as well as the intervals technique) is based on the shuffle μ which is defined only on dyadic-fractions in the unit interval. The extension of our binary-intervals technique to several identical resources is based on the functionμ which is the following straightforward extension of μ to all positive dyadic-fractions: μ(x) μ(x mod 1). The following lemma follows from the fact that μ is a shuffle (and hence one-to-one) and is onto the natural numbers; the specific definition of μ is irrelevant as far as this lemma is concerned.
Lemma 15
a. For any interval X ⊂ R + with X ≤ 1, rate(μ(X)) = X . b. Let l ∈ N and X ⊂ R + be an interval which is closed in one side and open in the other with X = l. Then |{x ∈ X | μ(x) = i}| = l for any i ∈ N.
In this section we adjust the notion of (h × j)-interval and its derivatives to fit the context of multiple resources by lifting the requirement that these intervals are subintervals of the unit interval. Most of our Lemmas hold for this new definition, when μ is replaced withμ. In particular, we use the adjusted variants of the following two lemmas: Lemma 7 (with no additional adjustments) and Lemma 11 with the omission of the requirement of γ ρ γ ≤ 1.
In the following we present the extension of the binary-intervals technique to multiple resources in the context of Theorem 4; the deduction from this theorem to Theorem 5 is the same as in the single resource case.
Given a rate function ρ over as per Theorem 4, we construct a -system 
Independent Dispatching
In some applications (e.g., CPU scheduling) each resource has its own computational capabilities. In this case it is highly desirable that each resource independently dispatches its own slots; that is, in each slot the resource computes what client to serve. As stated formally by the following two theorems, our scheduling technique provides independent dispatchers whose time per-slot does not depend on the number of clients or on the number of resources, and is either constant or essentially constant. Moreover, the service provided by each single resource is 10-smooth.
Recall that a sequence A 1 , . . . , A m of -allocations realizes a ( , m)-allocation A if when each resource j serves the clients as per the allocation A j then the combined service is as per the ( , m)-allocation A; namely, no slot is assigned to the same client by two distinct A j allocations and in each time-slot i the set {γ | ∃j : i ∈ A j γ } of clients served by the combined allocation in this time-slot equals to the set of clients served by the ( , m)-allocation A in that time-slot. As usual, the first of the following two theorems utilizes 100% of the resource but restricts the rates to be dyadic fractions having a certain number of significant bits; the second theorem lifts this restriction but utilizes only 99% of the resource. Proof The construction for this theorem follows closely that of Theorem 4. The assignment of intervals to clients S = {S γ | γ ∈ }, the resulting (ρ, m)-allocation A = {A γ | γ ∈ }, and the databases used to solve the S-membership problem are exactly the same in both theorems; thus, the (ρ, m)-allocation A is (l +1)-smooth. In the case of Theorem 4, a slot is dispatched by solving m instances of the S-membership problem. In the current case, the j -th resource dispatches slot i by solving the jth instance; that is, at time i the j -th resources solves the membership problem of ν k (i) + j − 1. Thus, resource j is associated with interval [j − 1, j) and solves the S-membership problem exclusively for points in this interval. This dispatching produces a -allocation of the slots of the j -th resource denoted by A j = {A Proof As in the construction of Theorems 3 and 5, we construct the required (ρ, m)-allocation by the following two steps reduction. We slightly increase the rate of each client to a number of 8 significant-bits and solve the resulting problem. Then we prune the allocated sets of slots to achieve the required rates.
The pruning has to be done carefully due to the following problem. Assume that a client γ is allocated (before pruning) a 9-smooth set D of slots and assume that this D is composed of two disjoint sets, D and D , provided by two (consecutive) resources. If each of these resources will prune its own set (D or D ) then the resulting set may fail to be 10-smooth. To overcome this problem, each of the two resources computes and prunes the entire set D. By Lemma 1(a), the resulting set E is 10-smooth.
To implement the above technique we follow the construction of Theorem 6. In that construction, each resource at each slot solves a single membership problem. However, in the current case, each resource at each slot solves three membership problems: its own problem and those of its two neighbors. The resource, however, serves at most one client-the one associated with its own membership problem.
